
 

 

  



 

 

Build A Profitable Real Estate Team 
By Daniel Ramsey 

 

The constant issue I hear of teams that are generating 1 million or more commission dollars in 

Revenue is their profitability.  This white paper will be focused on team buildings DOs (not 

don’t).  

 

The 3 stages of building a real estate team are shown below: I do it, we do it, and they do it. 

 

 

 

In the I do it stage of the work, you simply need to learn how to sell real estate, how to close a 

transaction and gain market knowledge and confidence.   

 

When you jump to the WE Do IT the focus has to be on getting listings.... 

 

In the first two stages (prior to making a million dollar), almost all of your time energy and effort 

needs to be focused on 1 thing:  Selling Listings!  Nothing else...wake up thinking, how do I 

create and maintain 5 pillars of listing business?  The 13 D’s of real estate (hyper link here) is a 

great place to start.   

 



 

 

If you are going to focus on selling houses you have to know and understand each and every 

reason someone list and sells a house.   

 

· Development – new or growing children needing more space 

· Downsize - empty nesters  

· Death - someone passed away 

· Divorce - a change of a relationship status (marriage or divorce)  

· Disability - a change in income or work status  

 

Why go over where you get listings from?  Well it’s simple, this is the area that most realtors 

need to focus.  For each of the above, you’ll need a Seller Guide, “The Empty Nesters Guide to 

selling your home”. Probate guide to selling your home...Etc.  You’ll need a guide, a process 

Manuel, an admin on your team that knows how to close these type of deals, a marketing 

strategy, a listing presentation (speaking their language)...I used to love working with divorcing 

clients.  I was great at being a neutral 3rd party to the transaction and working with both parties 

in transparency, I created some great relationships with divorce attorney’s and divorce 

facilitation companies.  We (my team and I) went deep on divorce and you can too... 

 

Setup Your Key Systems 

 

Your very first step when building a real estate team is to set your revenue goals and work 

backward to determine how many leads and team members you’ll need in order to meet them. 

You'll need to build the business systems to support that revenue generation before you begin 

to build your team: 

 

· Team Real Estate Business Plan and Goals 

· Vision, Purpose, and Brand  

· Marketing and Advertising 

· Database and Referral System 

· Listing and Farming System 

· Buyer, Escrow, and Transaction Management System 

· Lead Generation and Follow-up Systems 

· Internet and Social Media Marketing 

· Financial, Productivity, Profitability Reports, and Forecasts 

 

 

 



 

 

Hire The Right Staff At The Right Time 

 

Administrative Assistant: Once your systems are built and in place, your first hire should be an 

administrative assistant to help you stay on top of deals & make sure all the paperwork gets 

done correctly. (Consider hiring a VA through MyOutDesk as your administrative assistant!) 

 

Buyer's Agent: After you've taken care of the paperwork responsibilities, you'll want to hire a 

buyer's agent to help convert your leads into sales. Your buyer agent should be able to handle 4 

transactions a month, and if you exceed that number you need to add a second buyer's agent or 

ISA. 

 

ISA: Next you'll want to hire an Inside Sales Agent (ISA). Traditionally referred to as 

telemarketers, ISAs are generally responsible for prospecting for new leads, servicing inbound 

leads from sign calls and other internet sources, and converting these leads to appointments for 

a team's sales agents. (Consider hiring a VA through MyOutDesk as your ISA!) 

 

Transaction Coordinator: As your number of listings grows, you'll want to hire a Transaction 

Coordinator. This is a real estate professional who manages all the paperwork and deadlines 

involved in a real estate transaction. They are trained in every step of the selling process and 

are tasked with monitoring progress from the time the seller accepts an offer through the steps 

involved in close of escrow. (Consider hiring a VA through MyOutDesk as your transaction 

coordinator!) 

 

Listing Agent: Finally, once you've reached the maximum number of listings you're able to 

handle even with the assistance of a Transaction Coordinator, you'll want to bring on a Listing 

Agent to assist you expand further. 

 

Calculate Your Revenue & Build In Expenses 

 

As your business & revenue grows, make sure to carefully review your annual revenue goals, 

along with the cost of your team and all of the expenses that go along with it. 

 

In a brokerage, the commission split model takes into account office expenses that go into 

running the operation – and as a team leader, you need to account for these as well. 

 



 

 

According to Coach Bernice Ross, expenses on an efficient team are typically 15%, and staying 

profitable requires paying agents on their split after expenses. 

 

Another area that erodes profitability is when the team leader takes full responsibility for 

generating all of the leads for the team. With a small team, this may be a necessity, but as your 

team grows you’ll need to ensure that the agents in it are effectively prospecting for leads, and 

not simply waiting for you to deliver them.  

 

In addition to independent prospecting by your team members, you’ll want to ensure that the 

leads you do provide are being followed up on immediately. Set a goal of 5 minute lead followup 

and hold your team accountable to it – because if they sit on leads for even an hour, converting 

the leads becomes much more difficult and you’ll end up wasting money. 

 

Another area to explore is doing BPO’s, which is especially important in a down-market. With 

average payouts of $25 to $60 per BPO, building these into your team model can be a valuable 

way to offset the expense of your administrative staff. While only agents can do a BPO, any 

member of your team can help do research, run BPO Automation Software, and manage your 

BPO pipeline to create a streamlined income channel from Broker Price Opinions. 

 

Keep Your Focus On What Matters 

 

Stay focused on delivering the highest quality service possible, along with all of the network-

building, lead-generating, commission creating activities that you used to grow in the first place. 

 

Ensure that your team communicates effectively with each other as well as buyers, sellers & 

leads - and don't let your lead or listing client follow-up slip between the cracks. 

 

Ensure New Hires Are A "Good Fit" 

 

Don't just settle for hiring anyone: make sure you carefully screen new potential team members 

for motivation, enthusiasm & experience - and introduce them to your existing team to make 

sure everyone is able to get along and work together without personality conflicts. Consider 

using the DISC personality analysis to match new potential team members with the types of 

personality & communications traits needed for the new position. 

 



 

 

· Dominance – direct, strong-willed and forceful 

· Influence – sociable, talkative and lively 

· Steadiness – gentle, accommodating and soft-hearted 

· Conscientiousness – private, analytical and logical 

 

Trust Your Gut 

 

Along with a personality analysis & "good fit" with your team, make sure to pay careful attention 

to your own feelings about new potential team members. Do any red flags come up - or do you 

have an uneasy feeling about the new hire? If so, may be worth waiting and looking for a better 

candidate. 

 

Keep Your Team Motivated 

 

Part of your role as a leader is to help keep your team focused on success and motivated to get 

there.  

 

Fire Fast & Move On Quickly 

 

If a team member isn't working out, don't keep them around. Fire quickly as required and work 

on backfilling the position (if needed) ASAP. It's more costly to keep a poor performer in place 

than it is to fire and move on. 

 

Don't get stuck in the past. Change will happen over time as team members come and go, 

revenue goals are met & exceeded, and the market changes around you. Stay tuned in to the 

current needs of your business, team & marketplace, and let go of the past. 

 

About MyOutDesk 
To learn more about MyOutDesk, visit our website at www.myoutdesk.com or call 1 (800) 583-

9950 and we will reach out to you to schedule a personalized one-on-one consultation.  

 

http://myoutdesk.com/
http://www.myoutdesk.com/

